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STATE OFCALIFORNIA

3
A

Case

EDGAR DIAZ,

ADJ?682067

5

Applicant,

6

vs.

7

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, CORRECTIONS &
REHABILITATION PAROLE, legally
uninsured; STATE COMPENSATION
INSURANCE FUND.

8

No. ADJ7682048 MF
(Marina del Rey District Office)
OPINION AND DECISION
AFTER RECONSIDERATION

Defendants,
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ll
|,)

The separate petitions of applicant and defendant for reconsideration of the July 30, 2015 Second

13

Amended Findings Of Fact And Award of the workers' compensation adminisfative law judge (WCJ)

l+

were previously granted in order to allow further study of the record and issues. The WCJ found that

l5

applicant's industrial injury to multiple body parts while employed by defendant as a parole officer on

l6

January 20,

11

(ADJ7682048), caused 93% permanent disability after apportionment. In explaining how he reached his

l8

decision, the WCJ provided Finding of Fact 2 and Finding of Fact 3 as follows:

l9
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20ll

(ADJ7682067), and during the period of February

l,

1998 through February 22,

2) _It is- found that the report .of [applicant's treating physician]
Dr. Gottschalk is not substantial medical
.

evidence on the pairiiutir issu,i
that the additive method should be used instead of the more generally used
CVC [combined values chart] method. It is found that the aatitive niethod
will be used to combine the ratings of the PD [permanenl disability] for the
upper digestive tracr [gastro.-esophageal reflux disrase] (GERDj ana *re
lower dige-stive trlct [initable bovel syndrome] (BS) from the'report of
[Agree^d_ Medical Examiner (AME)] Di. Richard Hyman bur thar tirere is
not sutlicient persuasive or substantial medical evidence to allow for anv
parts to be combined using the additive method and therefori:
other
-body
all
other
body parts will be combined using the combined values chart
4lqt

(cvc).

3) It is found that the defendant has met its burden and thal 75% of the
applicant's PD__fo1 the fpplicant's initable bowel syndrome (lower
digestive tracVGI) is found to be industrial md 25Vo of PD for this body
part is found to be nonindustrial; there is further evidence for
apportionment based on the credible deposition testimony of Dr. Richard

20ll

I,{vmp q indicated on page rg.ofhis deposition
of1230-2014: h is found
that rhe defendanr.rras m_ei its burdi;
tl9 ,uppligqr's -GERD (upper. digestive t u.V6li'i,appricant,s
I_ol
found to be
rndustriat nd 50% of pD for tiriibo{y p.n
i,
non_industrial.
In
terms of [].apponionmenr ber*e"n th'. i*o
il;;y'ias described in
Benson v. ttorkers' Comn. A opeats. Bd.
Oii,t-t;O' i;..iip.+,r, I s3S t7 4
car.Comp.Cases
tbeniinll,
of Dr. Guy
Gottschalk of April 12. 2013 as ser ou-t o-np?ge SS lini:s 9_lj and the report
Srrong'dared Augusr 5, 20'i3;r-il';;;6n'pug.
:L?:. ?gP*.,.
rhee, ir is
jh€
apportionmenr-belween ttes. t*o Gl",s
I:::.1,
111t
i"j-l;ry i.
lnextllcably rntertwined.
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Applicant contends that defendant falsely represented
that it had denied applicant,s claim, that
the
wcJ improperly received heatrnent records from Kaiser into
evidence, that defendant failed to fully
comply with the wcJ's earrier order to produce
applicant,s employmenl records, and
that proper
consideration ofthe evidence shows that applicant
is 100% totally permanently disabled ,,in accordance
with the facts" as set forth in Labor Code section
4662(b).
Defendant contends that the

wcJ

should have used the combined values
chart

(cvc) to address
the permanent disability caused by applicant's
IBS and GERD insread of using the additive
method, that
applicant's primary treating physician, Dr. Gottschalk,
should have used the Diagnosis-Related
Estimate
(DRE) approach to evaluate applicant's
spinal injury instead of using rhe Range
of Motion (RoM)
method' that applicant's claimed sleep disorder
was not properly evaluated, and that
Dr. Gottschark,s
reporting on applicant's urorogicar injury and
sex disorder is not substantiar evidence.
An answer to applicant's petition was received
from defendant, and an answer to defendant,s
petition was received fiom applicant.
The wcJ provided a Report And Recommendation
on Petition For Reconsideration For second
Amended Findings And Award Issued July 30,
2015 (Appticant Report) that addresses
the contenrions in
applicant's petition and recommends that reconsideration
be denied.

The

21

26
27

wcJ

also provided a separate second Report And
Recommendation on petition For
Reconsideration For second Amended Findings
And Award Issued Jury 30,2015 (Defendant
Report)
that addresses the contentions in defendant's petition
and recommends that reconsideration
be denied.
Having carefully reviewed the record and
considered the allegations of applicant,s
petition for
reconsideration' defendant's petition for reconsideration,
the wcJ,s Applicant Report and Defendanr
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I

Report, which are both adopted and incorporated by this reference, and for the reasons set forth below,

2

the WCJ's July 30, 2015 decision is afiirmed as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Workers'

J

Compensation Appeals Board.

4

This case was previously before the Appeals Board when defendant sought reconsideration of the

5

WCJ's earlier May 19, 2014 decision finding that applicant had sustained 100% total permanent

6

disability as a result of his industrial injuries. The WCJ's decision at that time was based on evidence

7

that applicant sustained a total loss of future eaming capacity and that the impairment caused by the two

I

injuries is inextricably intertwined as described in Benson. On October 3,2014, the panel issued its

9

Opinion And Decision After Reconsideration, which rescinded the WCJ's finding of total permanent

l0

disability because it was not supported by substantial evidence, and further noted that there appeared to

ll

be a valid basis for apportionment.

l2
l3

Upon retum of the case to the trial level, the parties developed the record by obtaining the
deposition ofDr. Hyman and by obtaining a supplemental report from the agreed vocational expert.

14

Having carefully reviewed the developed record, the approach taken by the WCJ to calculate

t5

applicant's level of permanent disability as described in his Defendant Report and Applicant Report is

l6

affirmed because it provides an accuate determination. While Dr. Hyman did not directly opine during

t7

his deposition that the additive method should be used to calculate the level of impairment caused by

l8

applicant's IBS and GERD, he did testify that using that approach would not be inappropriate because

l9

there was no clear overlap in the impairments.

20

2l

It was within the authority of the WCJ to rate applicant's permanent disability the way he did, and
the method he used provides an accurate rating of applicant's actual level ofpermanent disability,

22
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For the foregoing reasons,
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Decision after Reconsiderarion of the workers,
vv,,rywrrr4rrvrr Appears
-___-_ compensation
I,rppedr!
2015 Second Amended Findings of Fact
And Award of rhe workers,
: II
4 compensation administrarive
law judge is AFFIRMED.
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SEPARATE CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION OF COMMISSIONER ZALEWSKI

I

concur with the majority's decision regarding applicant's petition

for reconsideration, but

dissent fiom the decision not to act upon defendant's contention that the WCJ should have used the CVC

to determine the permanent disability caused by applicant's IBS and GERD instead of using the additive
5

method.

6

The WCJ wites in his Defendant Report that he relied upon the reporting of the parties' AME

1

Dr. Hyman and relied upon the decision in Athens Administrators v, Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Kite)

8

(2013) 78 Cal.Comp.Cases 213 (wilt den.) (rKrle) in reaching his decision to use the additive method ro

I

determine the permanent disability caused by applicant's IBS and GERD. However, Dr. Hyman does not

10

n

actually endorse use ofthe additive method.

In his December 30,2014 deposition, Dr. Hyrnan was directly asked if the CVC table or additive

t2

method should be used to determine

l3

shown by the deposition transcript, he responded as follows:

14
15

16
17

l8

l9
20

2l
22

tle permanent disability

caused by applicant's IBS and

GERD. As

I have been deposed on this before. Clearly, the hlpertension is a separate
issue than any of the others. So it should be,considered additive. The GI
issues are separate from the orthopedic and the psychological although
there are some.overlap. And I tend to think that, when yoi hne a bo-$,
part involved, that those should be combined.
So I would think you would combine the disability for the upper and lower
GI, but I would leave that one. It's such a close call. I wbuld leave thar
one up b the trier of fact whether they think they really are. It's not like
they have..gastritis and GERD, which I think would definitely overlap if
you are talking about upper and lower.

And if you say that hypertension and heart disease are two different
entities, I think you can make the argument that upper and lower
gastrointestinal problems should be addirive, bu I'll leavi that un to the
trier offact. In general, I tend to use the combined values tabli for the
same body system, but I definitely think that the hypertension ind the
gastrointestinal and the orthopedic and the psych are separale from one
another. (Joint Exhibit Y4, 28:5-25, emphasis added.)

24

As can be seen, Dr. Hymen did not opine that the permanent disability caused by applicant's IBS

2)

and GERD should be determined using the additive method. To the conhary, he generally would use the

26

CVC when the same body system is involved, and he specifically stated that he would "leave that up to

27
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the trier of fact"' In short' Dr' Hyman
saw the question as a regal issue
and not one thar was subject to
his medical expertise and opinion.

Dr' Hyman's equivocal opinion is
not substantial medical evidence
and it distinguishes this case
from the facts before the paner in
Kite. rn Kite, theeuatified Medical Evaluator
(eME) reried upon by
the wcJ directly opined that the additive
method would provide a more
accurate depiction of the
applicant's overa' impairment than
would be obtained by using the cVC
to combine ratings for
applicant's left and right hip impairmenrs.
The wcJ specifica y noted his reriance
upon the eME,s
opinion that using the additive method
wourd be more accurare, writing in
Kile as folrows:

9

[The eME] noin11 rq the synergistic effecl of,one hip
injury upon ano*rer
opposite hip injury. t agre6. trippeair-loli."
mar
a. person who is able
ro
compensate through,.the
member- for an rnJury to one limb
.oppositd
is
to
some extent less disabreir- or impaired
compensate. (Kite, supra, TS Cal.Cbmp.Casii ,o,n.on. who cannot so
ar p. 2t6.)
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In this case' unlike in Kite, rhere is no direct
medical opinion that supports the use
of the additive
method to rate applicant's gastrointestinal problems.
Instead, Dr. Hyman defened to the
trier of fact to
make that determination, and the cvc generally
should be applied in the absence ofevidence
supportmg
use of the additive method.

In all events,

a panel

decision is not binding precedent even

if

citable, and it has no stare decisjs

effect' (Farmers Ins' Group of companies v. workers'
comp. Appears Bd. (sanchez) (2002) lo4
cal App'4th 684, 689, fn. 4 [67 cal.comp.cases r545r;
Bowen v. Irorkers, comp. Appears Bd. (rggg)
73 cal'App 4th 15, 21, fn. l0
[64 cal.comp.cases 745].) Each
case musr be addressed on its own facts

and evidence.
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In this case, the record does not support the use of the additive method, and I would apply the
CVC to rate the gastrointestinal permanent disability caused by applicant's IBS and GERD.
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

J

CaseNos. ADJ7682048
ADJ7682067
(Marina del Rey District Office)

EDGAR DIAZ.
5

Applicanl,

6

vs.

7
8

OPINION AND ORDER
GRANTING PETITIONS FOR
RECONSIDERATION

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, CORRECTIONS
AND REHABILITATION PAROLE, legally
uninsured; STATE COMPENSATION
INSURANCE FUND,

9

Deferulants.

l0

ll
t2

Reconsideration has been sought by both applicant and defendant with regard to the decision filed
on July 30, 2015.

IJ

Taking into account the statutory time constraints for acting on the petitions, and based upon our

l4

initial review ofthe record, we believe reconsideration must be ganted to allow sufficient opportunity to

t5

further study the factual and legal issues in this case. We believe that this action is necessary to give us a

l6

complete understanding

17

Reconsideration

t8

determine to be appropriate.

of the record and to

enable us

to

issue a

just and reasoned decision.

will be granted for this purpose and for such further proceedings as we may hereafter

l9

For the foregoing reasons,

20

IT IS ORDERED that Petitions for Reconsideration

21

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pending the issuance of

are

GRANTED.
a Decision After Reconsideration in

22

the above case, all further conespondence, objections, motions, requests and communications relating to

23

the petitions shall be

.\^

Appeals Board at either its street address (455 Golden Gate Avenue, gth Floor, San Francisco, CA

filed only with the Office of the Commissioners of the Workers' Compensation

94102) or its Post Office Box address (P.O. Box 429459, San Francisco, CA 94142-9459), and shall ror
26

be submitted to the district office from which the WCJ's decision issued or to any other district office of

27

the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board, and shall nor be e-filed in the Electronic Adiudication

system (EAMS)' Any documents
relating to the peritions for
reconsiderarion lodged in
2 violation of this order shall
neirher be accepted for filing
nor deemed filed.
Jf
level documents not related to
the petition for reconsideration
shalt continue to be e-fited
:
.
ro the exrent permitred bv the
Rures of the Administrarive
Direcror, fired in paper
: ll
however' a proposed settlement
is being fired, rhe petitioners for rEconsiderarion
should
Board because a wcr cannot acr
on a senlemenr while a case rs pending
: ll
:n._o*:als
tre Appears Board on a granr of reconsideration.
(car. code Regs., tir. 8, g 10859.)
I ll
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rerease asleemenrs,

STATB OF CALIFORNIA
Division of Workers' ComPensation
Workers' Compensation Appeals Boad

CASE NUMBE& ADJ7682tl48 [MF]; ADJ7682ll57

STATEOF CALIFORNIA"
CORRBCTIONS &
REHABIUTATION PAROI"E,
Le,gally Uninsued; STATE
COMPENSATION INSTJRANCE
FI.'ND /CINTRACT SERYICES,
'Adjusting Agency

EDGARDI,AZ,

WORKERS'COMPENSATION
ADMIMSTRIIfl VE I"AW JUDGE:
DATESOFINJIJRY:

ROBERTF.. SP1OERI

SPBCIFIC: 0l-?A-?.Ollt CI: 02-01-1998 T0 02-22-mLL

SECONI' RENORT ANII REICOMMENDAIION ON PDTIIION FOR
RSCONSIDERANON FOR SECOND AMENDED FINDINGS AND AWARD ISSUED
fi,LY 30. 2015 RESPONDING TO DETENDAIT{N

L

INIRODUCTION

1.

Applicant's Occupation:

Parole Offroer, Group 490

2

Applicant's Age:

n

3.
4.

Datas of

hjury:

BodyPartsL{ured:

$ -n -nLL:

O?.41-L998 to

O2-22-m[

Psyche, oardiac, GI, GERD,IBS and

multiple other body systems.

5, Mannel In Which Injury Ocorred:
6. Identity of Petitioner:
7, Timeliness:
8. Vedfication:

Repetitive trauma and specific event

.\

,Pl"ldd

,i

Petition was timely fled
Petition was veriffed per LC Section 5902

9.

Date of issuance of Order:

o7-30-2075

10. Petitioner,s Contentions:

a.)

erre,rl by finding rhar the additive
method should bo used
YCI^
of the stardard CVC merhod to
the GERD
because the appticant failed to
"nd
meet his buden of proof

Ih:

*.bil;;;S

itrsread

on this issu".

b)

The WCJ errod beoause he used Dr.
Gottschalk,s reports to calculatc the
value of pD and Dr. Gottschalk had supposedly
used the
ROM when he should have usod the DRd
method

,Or"*n,

,'J'_.n o*iot

arid lirdibar.pD;

c)

wcJ ened in calc'lating the applicont's sreep
disorder as part of the
applicant's pD because unde.l the AMA
Guides the cause
The

dieorder cannot be pain from an

"f "

uderlyrng injury.

,rup

d.) The WCI ened ir relying on the reportilg
of Dr. Gotschalk in
calcllating PD in this case becsuse his report
is aot substantial medical
evidene ia view of the fact ttrat under the-AMA
Guides

. ,f.p

air;'

must be a proven neurological mndition associated
with an increase of
daytime sleepiness.

e,)

The WCJ ened-in relying on the report of
Dr. Cottschalk in calcr.lating
pD in this case because
Dr. Gottschalk,s report is not substantial modical
evidence since Dr. Gottschalk should have
analped rf"rp air.aer
sle€p apnea which is under Chapter 5 of the
AMA Guide,s ilstead of
Chapter 13 of theAMAGuides.

*

u.
FACIS
The hcts have arready been sct out
in the Repon and Recommendation the wcl prepare,
in
response to the applicant atomey's Petition
For Reconsideration filcd on 0g-20-2015,
and
have also been wen set out in prior pleadings
and do not need to be repeated yet again.

facts

BDGAR DIAZ
ADJ76820zl8; ADJ7682067

gt
DISCUSSION O[' PETITIOI{ER'S CONTENTIONS

8.) Ttie wcJ ened by fi:rding that the additive method should be used iristedd of
standard

cVC method to combine the IBS and the GERD

the

because the applicant failed

to meet his burden of proof on this iszuc.

The defendant has argoed that the applicant has failed to meet his burden of proof in rebutting

the presumptively conrct rating schedule which relies on the uso of the Combined Values
Chut (CVC) method rather than the additive 'method to combine injured -body' parts; In

partiarlar, tho deftndant argues that the applicaot friled to show that the gastlo+sophageal

reflux diserse (GERD) and thc initable bowel syndmme (IBS) should have been combinsd
usiqg the additive method, and that the WCI ened by using the additive method to combine the
GBRD and the IBS.

The WCJ was relying on the ovidence from Dr. Hym.an, who was the intemal agreed medical
examiner (AME) in this case, induding his deposition tostimony wherc Dr' Hyman allowed the

WCI to use his discretion on whether to use the CVC or the additive method when combining
the IBS and the
and

GRD,

The WCJ rwiewed the deposition and other reporting of Dr. Ilyman

felt that is was substantial nedical evidence, Next, the WCI reviewed the

Ahninlstrators v. WCAB (Kite) (WD-20i3) 78 CCC 213. The WCJ felt that
Kite case would support bis decision to use the additive method

case of .,,{rlrans

16s

191 comrfuining

finding in the

IBS and GERD

ard his further decisiotr to use the CVC method to combine all of the renaining body parts.

ln Xlre, ttre applicant injured both hips
whole person impairment

ad

(WP!. the

the panel QME not€d that each hip wrs worth Z)%

doctor felt that the htps wotked together in a special

way. In a sifiration where Eomeone had injued only one hip, he or she would ambutate by
relying more on the other (i.e. the 'ninjured) hip to help out. But when someone had iqjued

botb hips, he or she could not rely on the other hrp to help out. The other hip being injured
therefore had a synergistia effect on the first

hip. His exact words werc: "there is a synergistic

EDGAR DIAZ
ADI768448; ADJ7682067

offe", of the injury to the same
body parts b'atera'y versus body
parn from different regions
of the body." The panel
inrt
QMB
e suggested that this was a speciar
situation which woutd
enable an Armaraz-Guanan
rating to allow the additive method
instead of the usual cvc
netbod to be used.

Those who felt that the

cvc

was dead or dying were mistaken,
because the standard s€t out in
the Kite case appeared
fo require a speciar set of circlrmstancee involving
body psrts that reried
upon each other in a rather unique
way to meet the test in Krre of having
a synergistic effecl
and of course there would have to
be substantiar medical evidence
which wourd support such a
findmg' The wcl feers that in the instant
case, we have exactly such a combination,

for ne'nS ana CEnD

but onry

an<t

noi foi thC iemaining Uoay parts.

The defendant has conceded on page
5 0f his petition For Reoonsideration
that AME Hyman
stabd in his doposition that usirlg
the additive method to combine the
GBRD and IBS injuries
might be appropriat€ because they are
fiom the same body sysrem (the digestive
hact). Dr.
Hyman allowed the wcl ro exercise
his discretion on whether to apply the
cvc or the
additive method for combining GERD
and IBS. The Krre s,.ndard appeared
to the wcJ to be a
good fit where we had two retated
body parb (the upper and the rower
digestive hact) which
relied upon each other in a unique
way to work together. For this reason,
with the bressing of
subctantial medicar evidence from Dr.
Hyman and legar authority from the Kdre
case, rrong
with Labor code 3x2" the wcl felt he
was on sotid ground in using the additive
method for
the IBS and the GERD.

This is in distinction to the opinions
of Dr. Gottschalk on tlre alleged synergistic
elfect among
the ortho@ic and psychiahic body pafts.
The wcJ felt that wh'e Dr. Got'schalk,s
reporting
was indeed sub.tantiar mcdicar evidence
on the issue of finding injury md levels
ofpD for the
non'int€mal and non-psychietic body parts,
thar Dr. Gottschark,s reporting was
aqlsubstantial
rnedicar evidence on the issue of his
finding that rhere was a synergistic effect
among a, of tho
remaining body parb which would
allow them to be combined usilg the additive
method
insbad of the CVC. The WCJ felt
and continuos to feel that while Dr. H;rnan,s
report
conceming the IBS and the GERD
met the Kire standard (and was zubstantial
evidence on alr

BDGAR DIAZ
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issues), that the rcport

of Dr. Gottschalk failed to meet the Kite statrdaid and was not

substantial evidence on tho syncrgistic effect issue.

In short, the

wcl

feels that in the instant case his uee of the additive mothod for GERD and

IBS was justified.

b.) The WCf er€d beceus€ he used Dr. Gottschalk's reports to calctlate the value of PD

8td Dr. cottschalk had supposedly improperly used tlte RoM whe,n he should

have

used the DRE method to calculatc cervical and lumbar PD.

-

peddant las ar$ed thai br. Cottsctratt stroun

trave usoa

td pi"gotit-ietaled liltimaie

method imtead of the Range of Motion (ROIrf) method to calculate permanont disability (PD)
for the spine. Defeodant has also argued that by using Dr. Gottschalk's reporting the wcJ has
rolied upon evidence that is rot substantial.

The WCI feels that the defense attomey is trying to close the barn door after the horse has left
the barn,

oa o5-L9-2aI4

Number six the

wcl

the

WCI iasuod his initial FindinSs of Fact and Award. In Finding

stated:

"It is found that the rtports of Dr.

Gottschalk ale indeed

substantial evidence when addressing applicant's orthopodic, uroiogical and sleep (atousal)

injuries;" Whcn the
Fact and Award

defendant filed his Petition For Reconsideration against the Findings

of

of

O5-19-m14, he did not challenge Finding Number Six about Dr.

Gottschalk's reports being substantial medical widence on the limited issues stated in Fiading

Six, Tte Board, when it remanded the case to the WCI, did not disturb Finding
Number Six. Therefore, it would appear that this Finding of Fact has never been timely

Number

cballenged.

When the partios re-tied this casc after the time the case was remanded, there was nwer aoy
issue raised about whether the report of Dr. Gottschalt should have used the DRE method
instead of the ROM method. I-abor Code (LC) 5904 itrdicatres that when an iszue is not
brought up timely

il

a Petition For Roconsideration,

it

is deemed waived. The WCI feels that

the defendant is not able to resursct a DRE ROM debate at this

tine. This

issue should have

BDGAR DIAZ
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been addressed in a deposition
of Dr. Gottschark before the time
confcrence (MSe. It was
not.

c)

The

wcJ

of the mandatory

in carculating the applicant's sleep
disor<ter as part of the appricant,s
under the AMA Guides tho cause
of a sleep disorder

erred

PD because

*""", ;";;;

an underlying injury.

'

'

In tire reports of Dr' Gotschalk it
seems that the oauses of the applicant,s
sleep pmblems were
murtifold' The applicant was on several
tlipes of medication, re was weakened
by
dia'hea/IBS' GERD' and psychiahic
concenrs. He also had orthopedic
limitations wlich may
nave connruutea to pmbtems
witl ex'austion and with ;r;p.
n+ o*, been other
causes' on top of all of thie there
was pain from wtich the appricant
suffered along with sleep
probleme. The exact rore which pain
prayed in the applicant,s sleep
problems is a subjoct
whiclt could have been investigated
by meals of a depocition which could
have occ'ned
before the time of the MSC.
unforhrnately, there was no such deposition.
lf the defendant had
had the tlpe of diligent rcpresentation
back then which it has now, there probably
would have
been far more t[66ngh discovery
before the Msc. But we should
not a'ov/ the lack of
appropriate discovery before the
MSC to sidetrack the progress of this
case.

ii;r;

The

'

settrernent

wcJ

has already {ecided the issue of

Dr. Gottschalk,s r€port being substantisl
medical
evideuce for the timited purpos*
stated in Finding Number six in
the Fidirigs of Fact aoo

Award dated 05-1g-2014 and this particular
finding was never timcly chalrenged,
The wcl
feels that the report of Dr. Gottschalk
has been appropriately rated for this
sleep disorder wfrich
no one ever challengcd by deposition
before the MSC and no one ever
chatlenged as being.
substantial evidence per the .Award
of 05-19-2014 and that the time to challenge
the sleep
disorder finding of Dr. Gottschalk
las colrre a.od gprc,

d') The wcl errcd in relying on the reporting
of Dr. Gottschalk in calculating pD in
this
case because his report is not
substantial

nedical evidence in view of the fact that
under
Guides a sleep disorder must be a proven
neurological condition associated
with an increase of daytime sleepines.
the

AMA

EDGAR DLAZ
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to the
The applicant in this case was nevet deposed. Therefore the information available
has beon limited
defendant on tho applicaot's daytime sleepiness at different periods of time
of the defendant's deoisiors about pre-MSC discovery. On 05-19-2014 the WCJ
that the
indicated in Finding Nucrber TVo of his Findings of Fact and Award: "It is found
(sleep) injury ...." This
appticant also suffered ir{ury AoBCOE in the form of an amusal

beeause

flnding was never tirnely challengod" 'I'his finding was nevei oveftumed on remand. As ha6
bsen mentioned above, Finding Number Six about Dr' Gottsohalk's reporting being substantial
has
evidence (on relevant timited issues besidas "synergistic effecf' and the additive method)
on the
never been timely challurged. Defendant's alguments about Dr. Gottschalk's opinions
sf.cp AsorUii siionfa f,ave teen iaisei teiore, ana should not bo entertained at the

applicantli

present time.

e)

The

wcJ

because

erred in relying on the report of Dr. Gottschalk in calctlating PD in this case

Dr,

Gottschalk's report

is not

substantial medical evidelrce since Dr.

Gottschalk should have analyzed sleep disorder as sleep apnea which is under chapter
5 of the

AMA Guides

instead of Chapter 13 of the

AMA Guides.

While the defendsrf s argument is a .creative one, the defense attomey slrould have tleposed
Dr, Gotechalk on this issue before the tirne of the MSC. This was not done. To att€tnpt to
speculate at this point itr lhe litigation on how bast to approach the sloep clai-m and whether to

use chapter

5 or ch4ter 13 is an esoteric medical question which a team of

\Morkers'

compensation physicians could debate at a seminar, It is not appropriate as a serious arguing

point when the defendant failed to depose Dr- Gottschalk on this issue beforc the MSC, and
failsd to tist this as an lssue at the first hial, and failed to lisl lhis as one of their points of

cort€ntim in their initial Petition For Remnsideratior. Ttey also failed to list this
issue at any subsequent

trial. It is being brought up for

the first

tine

u

a trial

at the eleventh hour of the

litigation in this case. lt is too late to atgue this point when the matter is stale decisis.

EDGAR DIAZ
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we only have anegations that Dr.
Gotbohalk,s r€ports
tho time has passed for cba,a,eing
the

05'','n14' wh'e

re

failing as substantial evidence after
wcJ,s particular finding on ttris issue per
the Award

of

some of the defense attomey,s
argum€n* raise iuteresting questiors,
these
questions come in an untimely
fashion. The wcJ does no t *e
a BhcHedge"*u*

*.

For the reasoru stated above,

it

is recommended the petition For
Reco'sideration be denied.
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